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In the spirit of openness permeating learnedIn the spirit of openness permeating learned

journals we now have to declare all relevantjournals we now have to declare all relevant

interests so that the reader is aware of poten-interests so that the reader is aware of poten-

tial bias. Thetial bias. The British Journal of PsychiatryBritish Journal of Psychiatry isis

published by the Royal College of Psychia-published by the Royal College of Psychia-

trists but we seldom spell out its exacttrists but we seldom spell out its exact

relationship. My awareness of this crystal-relationship. My awareness of this crystal-

lised years ago when submitting my first origi-lised years ago when submitting my first origi-

nal paper. I sought the advice of my con-nal paper. I sought the advice of my con-

sultant, the late Professor Michael Shepherd.sultant, the late Professor Michael Shepherd.

I sent him my draft paper and arranged aI sent him my draft paper and arranged a

meeting. ‘Which journal were you thinkingmeeting. ‘Which journal were you thinking

of sending this article to?’, he enquired silk-of sending this article to?’, he enquired silk-

ily, interlacing his fingers repeatedly asily, interlacing his fingers repeatedly as

though engaged in complex invisible knit-though engaged in complex invisible knit-

ting. ‘Theting. ‘The British Journal of Psychiatry’,British Journal of Psychiatry’, II

blurted nervously. ‘Theblurted nervously. ‘The British Journal ofBritish Journal of

PsychiatryPsychiatry’, he observed in horror, ‘that is’, he observed in horror, ‘that is

not an independent journal; it is an organnot an independent journal; it is an organ

of the Royal College of Psychiatrists’, pro-of the Royal College of Psychiatrists’, pro-

nouncing the word ‘organ’ in a way thatnouncing the word ‘organ’ in a way that

made it sound simultaneously reprehensible,made it sound simultaneously reprehensible,

ridiculous and obscene. ‘What you should doridiculous and obscene. ‘What you should do

is to send it tois to send it to Psychological MedicinePsychological Medicine.’.’

Since being editor of theSince being editor of the British JournalBritish Journal

of Psychiatryof Psychiatry I am convinced this allegationI am convinced this allegation

of subservience is quite unfounded. Theof subservience is quite unfounded. The

JournalJournal is independent, no pressure is putis independent, no pressure is put

on the Editor to follow any official line oron the Editor to follow any official line or

doctrine, and there is no bar to the publica-doctrine, and there is no bar to the publica-

tion of a good paper irrespective of anytion of a good paper irrespective of any

stance taken by the College. This is illu-stance taken by the College. This is illu-

strated well in the current issue, in whichstrated well in the current issue, in which

we stir the pot of controversy more thanwe stir the pot of controversy more than

the consensual Royal College ever can, orthe consensual Royal College ever can, or

ever should, for an organisation that repre-ever should, for an organisation that repre-

sents such a broad church. So David Kingdonsents such a broad church. So David Kingdon

(pp. 285–290)(pp. 285–290) takes up the cudgels firsttakes up the cudgels first

wielded by Pinel in arguing for researchwielded by Pinel in arguing for research

linked to the breadth and value of humanlinked to the breadth and value of human

experience in attacking the new kid shiningexperience in attacking the new kid shining

on the block, biological psychiatry, de-on the block, biological psychiatry, de-

fended with reductionist precision by Allanfended with reductionist precision by Allan

Young. Please follow the thrust and counter-Young. Please follow the thrust and counter-

thrust of their arguments carefully, and youthrust of their arguments carefully, and you

might conclude that Professor Young’smight conclude that Professor Young’s

question ‘is this a form of occupationalquestion ‘is this a form of occupational

therapy for two academic psychiatrists withtherapy for two academic psychiatrists with

nothing better to do?’ can either be dis-nothing better to do?’ can either be dis-

missed as rhetorical or promoting themissed as rhetorical or promoting the

understated academic discipline of occupa-understated academic discipline of occupa-

tional therapy, but certainly is not a wastetional therapy, but certainly is not a waste

of time.of time.

Biological psychiatry demands reliableBiological psychiatry demands reliable

tests, and what could be better than choco-tests, and what could be better than choco-

late (my sweet tooth is showing) as thelate (my sweet tooth is showing) as the

diagnosing agent (Parker & Crawford,diagnosing agent (Parker & Crawford,

pp. 351–352). Certainly, the controversialpp. 351–352). Certainly, the controversial

diagnosis of ‘depression-associated choco-diagnosis of ‘depression-associated choco-

late craving’ (shortly to be abbreviated tolate craving’ (shortly to be abbreviated to

DACC) would be a welcome addition toDACC) would be a welcome addition to

the less-than-appetising fare currently onthe less-than-appetising fare currently on

display in DSM–IV. There is also going todisplay in DSM–IV. There is also going to

be debate about the conclusions of Raleighbe debate about the conclusions of Raleigh

and her colleagues (pp. 304–312) that ‘fac-and her colleagues (pp. 304–312) that ‘fac-

tors associated with ethnicity, rather thantors associated with ethnicity, rather than

ethnicityethnicity per se,per se, are stronger determinantsare stronger determinants

of patient experience’. So can the hundredsof patient experience’. So can the hundreds

of Othellos encountering the psychiatricof Othellos encountering the psychiatric

services feel confident when they instruct,services feel confident when they instruct,

‘speak of me as I am; nothing extenuate,‘speak of me as I am; nothing extenuate,

nor set down aught in malice’, or are therenor set down aught in malice’, or are there

subtle influences leading to possible biassubtle influences leading to possible bias

not identifiable in a postal survey? Goodnot identifiable in a postal survey? Good

reasons for coercive treatment are at thereasons for coercive treatment are at the

core of psychiatric practice but should wecore of psychiatric practice but should we

concentrate more on capacity, the abilityconcentrate more on capacity, the ability

of the individual to make autonomous deci-of the individual to make autonomous deci-

sions or on mental health, or on nature ofsions or on mental health, or on nature of

illness and risk? Previous publications haveillness and risk? Previous publications have

suggested that our ability to assess capacitysuggested that our ability to assess capacity

has been underestimated (Cairnshas been underestimated (Cairns et alet al,,

20052005aa,,bb) and that perhaps this should be) and that perhaps this should be

joined with mental legislation to avoidjoined with mental legislation to avoid

‘unjustified legal discrimination against‘unjustified legal discrimination against

mentally disordered persons and applymentally disordered persons and apply

consistent ethical principles’ (Dawson &consistent ethical principles’ (Dawson &

Szmukler, 2006). The review by OkaiSzmukler, 2006). The review by Okai etet

alal (pp. 291–297) suggests clinicians could(pp. 291–297) suggests clinicians could

all make formal assessments of capacityall make formal assessments of capacity

with benefit. ‘Could’ may become ‘should’with benefit. ‘Could’ may become ‘should’

in future – this is where the College wouldin future – this is where the College would

come in – but we at thecome in – but we at the JournalJournal have to re-have to re-

main independent from these decisions andmain independent from these decisions and

concentrate on being evidence suppliers,concentrate on being evidence suppliers,

not product champions. In doing so wenot product champions. In doing so we

can add dispassionately to other debates,can add dispassionately to other debates,

such as the long-standing one of the rolesuch as the long-standing one of the role

of glutamine in schizophrenia (Thebergeof glutamine in schizophrenia (Théberge etet

alal, pp. 325–334), alternatives to seclusion, pp. 325–334), alternatives to seclusion

in psychiatry (Gaskinin psychiatry (Gaskin et alet al, pp. 298–303), pp. 298–303)

and the influence of urban dwelling on theand the influence of urban dwelling on the

risk of schizophrenia (Allardycerisk of schizophrenia (Allardyce et alet al,,

2005; Weiser2005; Weiser et alet al, pp. 320–324)., pp. 320–324).

So, I hope I have convinced you that weSo, I hope I have convinced you that we

are no more an organ of the Royal Collegeare no more an organ of the Royal College

of Psychiatrists than a drum beating to theof Psychiatrists than a drum beating to the

tune of Symphonia Pharmaceutica. Ourtune of Symphonia Pharmaceutica. Our

declaration of interest, slightly pompousdeclaration of interest, slightly pompous

but genuinely intended, is to select the bestbut genuinely intended, is to select the best

compositions to be played by the psychi-compositions to be played by the psychi-

atric orchestra, with only science as theatric orchestra, with only science as the

conductor. Come to think of it, whenconductor. Come to think of it, when

reflecting on my earlier anxious encounterreflecting on my earlier anxious encounter

I think my mentor should also have de-I think my mentor should also have de-

clared his interest. He was telling me, inclared his interest. He was telling me, in

his very roundabout way, that he liked,his very roundabout way, that he liked,

perhaps tolerated rather than liked, myperhaps tolerated rather than liked, my

paper and wanted it inpaper and wanted it in PsychologicalPsychological

MedicineMedicine, a journal that I noted was edited, a journal that I noted was edited

by a certain Michael Shepherd.by a certain Michael Shepherd.

CHANGES INCHANGES IN PSYCHIATRICPSYCHIATRIC
BULLETINBULLETIN

After nine fruitful years, Tom Fahy is leav-After nine fruitful years, Tom Fahy is leav-

ing the editorship ofing the editorship of Psychiatric BulletinPsychiatric Bulletin

this month and Patricia Casey has been se-this month and Patricia Casey has been se-

lected to replace him. We wish Tom welllected to replace him. We wish Tom well

and thank him for his careful stewardshipand thank him for his careful stewardship

of the journal over this long period. Forof the journal over this long period. For

many yearsmany years Psychiatric BulletinPsychiatric Bulletin has beenhas been

the ‘in-house’ journal of the College andthe ‘in-house’ journal of the College and

has frequently, much to our chagrin, beenhas frequently, much to our chagrin, been

more avidly read by some membersmore avidly read by some members thanthan

thethe British Journal of PsychiatryBritish Journal of Psychiatry. We do not. We do not

want to change its readability but have longwant to change its readability but have long

been trying to improve its status in the inter-been trying to improve its status in the inter-

national journal market. Could our readersnational journal market. Could our readers

and authors please note this – and keep anand authors please note this – and keep an

eye on its output and aspirations.eye on its output and aspirations.
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